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The subject matter of this paper is a hypothetical molecular process on which 

lu the capability of the Central Nervous System to record and to recall an experience 1 

might conceivably be based. It may be open to doubt whether one knows enough about 

the biological processes which can take place in living cells to be able to say 

anything with reasonable assurance about the molecular processes that the brain 

I " 
I ' 

employs. Still, with luck, one might perhaps guess the general nature of these l~ 

processes. To what extent we may have succeeded in doing so, remains to be seen. 
()... d-• .~re~~-$/ 

In a~e~k&f-paper we shall discuss to what extent a simole neural network /IJ 

could account for Pavlov ' s experiments on the conditioning of the salivary reflex I' 

specificity". We divide the neurons of the Central Nervous System into two broad 

classes. The class of "congenitally determined" neurons and the class of "memory" 

neurons. 

(1) 
I.P. Pavlov, Conditioned Peflexes, Oxford University Press, 1927. 
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sn2y •1Hi8i.ue from the neuron E~·,. 

The transp::t:-b7:"' ~~urons E get-~di.o~:sse~ i: .... the :~hibi tory neuron E~·, is 

inhibited as a result of signals sent_.out by a neurc:_.;..network which we ~1 designate 
''L II ~ rJv.J,./...£.. .tz.--~ -- _I · ~.ovt t- r ____ .. 

as the arrepressor. l';P(f'Oe""berepressc; §ends out signals which are 

strong t-fi<HJ/:;j:l excite the inhibitory inter-neuron Ei•~·,, which in turn will(i'nhl.lnt • 

the inhibitory neuron E\ <Yld will t'RePeby Pelie.T~e-~~Qn-.o£--t.h.e-tr..aas~tffat'il~ 

The Derepressor network may receive an input signal from the neuron F and it may 

also receive an input signaij;ll f;~m neurons ~-,~~: ~~e ~n~er-neuro: ;t ' These two input 
7 ~~~._.....,._~T~~n.-....._~ 

,~~J·.,...--

signals inhibit each otherr howevs:P(within the Derepressolji and they cancel out if the 

intensity of both input signals is about the same. 

send 

each 

Accordingly, the Derepressor will 

these two input signals differ from 
//~1.( .... -~ 

describe a sim lerneTwoFk ~ 

1-------------------------------------------~---------~~--------------------------
(l)Footnote: The function we are attributi~~e D~re;ressor network is somewhat 

similar to that which has been ascribed to certain neurons) located in the superior olive, 

that receive sipnals from both ears . It seems to be the peculiarity of these neurons 

that thev send out a signal if they receive a signal from one ear alone, whereas 

contemporaneous signals from both ears cancel out. It is believed that one may detect 

the directionality of sound by such a cell network and may thus be able to pick out 

what one hears in one ear, despite the large common background of noise in both ears. 

~ ---------------------------------------------------;;::~:--~--;:;;;:1-~~=-:~-:z;.~;=-~JC;--- / 
As may be seen later, the Deprepressor netv10rk ~""send out strong signals if·· ~~ 

~ ,, _, 
food is introduced into the mouth of an unconditioned dog and ~~ send out stronp 

si~nals also ~a~ eeea3i~when a dop, whose salivary reflex has been fully conditioned, 
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We assume that the same holds also me~atis ~~taAeis-- f or the synapses of 

inhibitory neurons , except that in this case the "transmitter substance" which d i f fuses 

across the synaptic gap into the post-synaptic neuron lowers, rather than raises, the 

~ level of excitation of the post-synaptic, ex~itato;y or inh~on. .{ ~ 
m·----~------ --··· . . ~ (:1. , ,(, , fvujt' ·~ .:tJ . ~ .• w ..p d , -e.. , T~ ~::m~b~<j e- ~··~~t,. . • · ·-·--· ~n our models of neural networks-one·neuron~rece>ve simultaneously input 

I 

signals from a number of different excitatory neurons , which contact the neuron through 

one or several synapses each . Were we to assume that the intensity of the signal sent 

out by a post- sypaptic ~ufo~ is a linear~~n of the intensities of !he~ in ut ~ 
~4C""'#t'k V.P! ;,TtJ,..."?!ftt?"~.- ....... ~~-~~·-· ... ,,..,.,' ______ :..!,; 

signals , then our meee± mmJ d OP ..l.W iiQJ.e{t:o account f'or the ability of the dog -
~ ................. - - \-

demonstrated by Pavlov - to learn to discriminate (differentiate) in the conditioned/ ~ 

salivary reflex between the compound stimulus cemr>~iA~j and 

will be discus~ed ~in our se~ond pape~ 
~nt,v~ 1 't··'t. t,.·~ ~--J::t~~~-Y 

{/) 1='c---~«:. 
its components. ( This point 

} !\ the J.ie ..,.utim€ { "we shall i4l eAv ee:~,a8Sume Pl ePee:f t:er that the intensity of the 

output signal of a of the sum, extended 

over all the individual synapses . If we designate w P" tse LA""' D"C: • " ... 

rna say that the intensity of the 
. t .- • et-Jftei"Z'.U4, q,y_;. 

output signal of a post-synaptic neuron is an S- shaped function of the " .in~re~efd ~-

substantial intensity . 
... -~·· .· .... ····~· -

~ The Transprinting of Neurons 

We divide neurons of the central nervous system into two broad classes : the 

"congenitally determined" neurons and the "memory" neurons . The neurons which attain 

their full chemical specificity of their cell membrane during the development of the 



s. 

We assume that the same holds also - mutatis mutandis - for the synaps~of 

inhibitory neurons, except that in this case the "transmitter substance"~ which 

diffuses across the synaptic gap into the post-synaptic neuron lowers, rather than 

raises, the level of e~sit~tion of the pojt-sy]aPt~c, excitatory or inhibitory1 neuron. '1.~r:.:.~~ c:.'t... M ~ v / . . -fC_.f, .-<t,Mi:,.p;t/ ~ C',-"1 ~~ --:.~,,~ .. ~. If ~ " • In our models of neural netwroks one exeitetoty neuron may receive simultaneoulsy 

input signals from a number of different excitatory neurons, which contact the neuron 

through one or several synapses each. Here we to assume that the intensity of the 

signal sent out by a post-synaptic neuron is a linear function of the intensities of 

the input signals, then our model would be unable to account for the ability of the dog-

iateR U:ry of a post-synaptic neuron is an S-shaped function VLith +lJ<i ~YII!Jn&t:i:on of the 

sum)extended over all synapsestof the excitatory input@of the individual synapses. If 
J' ~7 ~ tt'-'lrr')r- . -

we d~!~~~-~._,:::_~,~!:~:_:~~!:::~!!!!!tt~~~~..!~:~~ .. :!:~_r;:a.'f. ... ~ay .. ;ha~- the 
o-intensity of the output signal of ~ post-synaptic neuron is an S-shaped function of 

the ~ntegra::~~~·:-;to;;~·-;n;:~ ~~=~;;:: :~ .. ~~·t 13~nal 
~--_____......,...---.... <f\~ ..... ,,.,..,,.,._.,; .~ ... ,.t"~~"-~·,.d,...}~.>1V"..-~,s,..•,.....-'f"..-r.'!lt-'r' .v-:t~-~~t... ~~~.~o'e'1"!'-, •• ·.:;.o;~·-"-t~- .~.A.' ~,,~ ~ ~,;·-.:.-·""""-. .... ~ ,_, // 

@'~~~...ies ~im·..S.~.e.d funet:·ion-"'Oik..j:he · -±n:t~ed -eJroka-t-ery"'in ut. /Jit;/{ ~, --a._z,..a-~--:.:-~· ~:~E:;t;;~~?:z7·--.. . #~ ~ ···- . -spealc~ng 1 oc::1}h~W may, l!ee:or eHng'!Y/' say /hat the post-synantic neuron has somethins:; 
~t..,,.,. ;~~ 

\ 

like a threshold which the integrated(lnnut must exceed in order to evoke an output 

signal of substani tal intensity. 



We assume that there is a class of "congenitally-determined" neurons which are 

capable of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron and tha~congenit
ally-determined" neuron of this class fires/then those parts of its cell membrane 

(covering the boutons of the branch fibres of its axon), which form the active zones 
11 

of the pre-synaptic membranes become permeable for~ specific membrane proteins. 

We also assume that when a memory neuron fires1 then those parts of the cell membrane, 

(covering its cell body and its dendrites) which constitute the active zones of the 

post-synaptic membranes, become permeable for the specific membrane proteins. Accord-

ingly, if a "congenitally-determined" neuron of this class contacts a memory neuron 

through a synapse and if both neurons fire "simultaneously" so that for a period of 

time both the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane is permeable for the 

proteins of the pre-synaptic congenitally-determined neuron will diffuse through the 

pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane into the post-synaptic memory neuron. 

We postulate that if a specific membrane protein penetrates in this fashion into a 

memory neuron it induces in the memory neuron the complementary specific membrane 

protein-- just as an antigen induces its antibody,if it penetrates ~nto certain 

lymphatic cells of the rabbit. 



Insert on P. 6. 

Like congenitally-determined neurons, transprinted neurons may also particpate in the 

transprinting of a transprintable neuron. 



Insert on P. 6. 

Like congenitally-determined neurons, transprinted neurons may also particpate in the 

transprinting of a transprintable neuron. 



We assume that there is a class of "congenitally-determined" neurons which are 

: ~apable of participating in the transprinting of a memory neuron and that if a 
.. 

"congenitally-determined" neuron of this class fires, then those parts of its cell 

membrane (covering the boutons of the branch fibres of its axon), which form the active 

zones of the pre-synaptic membranes become permeable for the specific membrane proteins. 
~·e~ ~ · "/ ~~ 
\ie ••• D assume atwhen a memory neuron fires, then those parts of the cell membrane, 

(covering its cell body and its dendrites) which constitute the active zones of the 

post-synaptic membranes, become permeable for the specific membrane proteins. Accord-

ingly, if a "congenitally-determined" neuron of this class contacts a memory neuron 

through a synapse and if both neurons fire "simultaneously'/ so that for a period of 

time both the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane is permeable for the specific 

membrane proteins, then the specific membrane proteins of the pre-synaptic'congenitally-

determined"neuron will diffuse through the pre-synaptic and the post-synaptic membrane 

into the post-synaptic memory neuron. We postulate that if a specific membrane protein 

penetrates in this fashion into a memory neuron it induces in the memory neuron the 

complementary specific membrane protein --just as an antigen induces its antibody, if 

it penetrates into certain lymphatic cells of the rabbit. 
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We assume that in the Central Nervous System the neurons which respond 
// 

preferentially to different stimuli differ from each other in their chemical 
It 

spec i ficity. We may divide the neurons in the Central Nervous System into two 
/) 0 

broad classes; the class of the congenitally determined neurons and the class of 
II 1i ;-.:.}1 . // 

the memory neurons. ; /The congenitally determined neurons attain their full chemical 
/,/ 

specificity through differentiation which they undergo during the development of 

the individual, either during embryonal life or at the latest during the early 

postnatal period. t.f ~he /.~emory~~urons may attain their full chemical specificity 

anytime during the life of the adult
1
through a process that may be regarded as a 

~ I 

kind of differentiation/induced by congenitally determined neurons o~ ~ccasio~ 

when they are activated by some sensory or mental stimulus. We shall refer to 

. . d • ff . . // . . ..1-~ A d . 1 '" th~s process of mentally-1nduced 1 ~re t1at1on as ~~anspr1nt1ng. ccor ~ng y,~ 
r;;. t-j;~--11/'"' 4<- \. ~~~.-~'>'····~- ~ 

we wi-il...•fefer to these memory neuronR e t.7J~-~~A~ir full _ghemical -;;. 

specif;ci~~~~~~~~l~~;;o>i9 and ~ .. :;:;;;;;;c;,:..,::-..t '\~:;:;:;::--~,.. ;; 
/ I ~ 7 /''~ ~.. .. ....... ~ ... ,#:.~, /....--·· . ..., .... ~ 
ie~Bi&a¥'spikH R!i~ '~.§..-tX:~IWJ?t:.i..Qte,.~~--~.:~ro~~~~· : 11 

~- -, .J 
We may as well state at this point ~t ~exactl~ what ~e mean when we 

b ~ ' 
use the term chemical specificity. 

In the fruit fly the amount of DNA per somatic cell is just ab~ut 

enough to count for 10,000 genes. 

') 
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In the fruit fly the amount of DNA per somatic cell is just 

about enough to account for 10,000 genes. In mammals the amount of 

DNA per somatic cell is about 100 times larger. 

We assume~:~~f~~~rom each other because a different 
I . tirrt_ . clrJt.'(, II rAI~III' 

set of the genes they contai~ces :tn tltbil'l their specifife:: rotein 

molecules at a high rate. We assume in particular that, as~ult 

of the differentiation, which the neurons of the Central Nervous System 

undergo during development, those congenitally determined neurons which 

-different set of neuro-specific proteins will be maintained at a ~h_~ev~~ of 
--------~~m4i~V"~Q1Pfii"A ..... w..~~./h; ~~~.fl-'9';"*"""'CM'•~,d,.!.r-,..o ...... ...-: , ¢Jr~_,....,. ~-'\.~ 

/ o) ~· 
concent'ration. J1 ./ (~" rJ~ .... ~ ?-~~ ~·.t ..... .. , ·· • '~'~"' 
..._.... /I~-- c.~~/~ . .-J:.·. /.,t.. ...., »"'"... ' ""' !-I.. ,_.,._ 

If we were to assume, as we cou d ~,..without osing too 1")-1.~-,A 
""'h If (!A}IIo-, , ·v • ~ 

much flexibility at this point, that number of neuro-specific roteins P./ 
.1'1#4....! ·' 

w 'ch are elevated is the same in n~enitally/deter~ined neu ns {-
~~~~~~~.~~~~~~b-~s" . 

and i we designate this n, then t _ number of possible congenitally 

specificity 

~ differ from each o~na in their 

uld be g~ve~ \~ ·al coefficlen ~ / JVf 
~:~ • . 7 . 1 f'1.t, 

s the~Eer ·~f neuro~specific genes. 

chemical 

where N 

Fo n = 30 and N 0
4

, the binomial would amount to 

'l'bis number 

stimated to be about 1010 • 

d~e~ ,- "WfiePt • S~P.. .;th~· many e-of · t .ae,se- would ~have -et 

o f e l-e va:t-ed l'le'tlt"~"'Sl')'eeoi~irG .,.,p-~o t e :tl\8- in .. comm6n • 

number 

I~ 
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If we were to assume, as we cou~d without losing too much flexibility 
t elevated ) 

at this point, that the number of7neu~~-specific proteins were the same in all 
lj!P 

congenitally determined neurons, the number of different congenitally-determined 
~dul~ N 

neurons would be given by ~Dl.nomia')) ( ~ ) where N designates the 

number of neuro-specific genes and n designates the number of neuro-specific 

proteins which are elevated in the congen~t~~ly determined neuron. ~ 
~-"'..# lOo • ._.,... ~~.v....-·- -".,:....~.... _,.. 

C_,For N = 1,000 and n = 30, the binomial would amount to about 

which would far exceed the total number of neurons in the human brain which is 

generally estimated to be about 1010 • ~~~~~ 
We shall designate as Lhe overlap numbe~wo neurons the number of 

elevated neuro-specific proteins which are contained in the set of elevated 

.f. . fb h ~~~~ neuro-specl. 1c orotei~~ o ot ~ee!~ . 

~s we shall see below, according to the notions here adopted, the signals 

Nervous System if their 

neuro-specific proteins which are elevated in the congenitally determined neurons. 

The number of possible congenitally determin 
;(~YAt+ ·· ....... c 

2tJ 
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\ 
As we shall see below, according to the notions here adopted, 

\ 
the si~pals coming from two congenitally determined neurons can be £ • *~ 

\ 

~ confused if the number of the neuro-specific proteins which their 

sets of el~vated neuro-specific proteins have in common is substantial. 

Let us then define the number of neuro-specific proteins which the sets of 

elevated neuro-specific proteins of ~ two neurons have in common1as the 

overlap number m1offue two neurons, We shall assume that the overlap number 1 1~~~ 

of two congenitally d~termined neurons whicp res~ond to two different se~ry 
/ /J.-.~~ -~~~.#(.. ;t'0/0 / d /:JJ~ ~-t(. ~ G ·v ,.,._ 

signal~ between whi~h the~, i~div~~ua~ can easily discriminate does not exceed ~~; 
~--~0!'!!!·~-... ~ ly·~~·t ~~ ' e}ifS- ~ ·-r.- .·;-"<t~--p-

/?i.;l"ri'! [a....~rtain pe~eeHta~&, pe!!! ·· ~cf ~ se that fhus , for instance in the ~..,. 
~~~,/ -~ 

(/y.1 C)'jA...,.L..-a-'11d4Jo"r J ' 
case of n = 30, wer ')t!H,......l--"£ fr•~'- ~· • :wf . w~t•''Clm;:-i~ two congenitally 

~-~~-. ~ ~-c~~ ?'-~.,.~ ;- ... 
determined neurons for which the hyerlap number does not exceed some such 

\(WI~-- jl . // 
limit~Ing substantially different, then we can ask how many substantially 

, h~~ ~~ 
different neuron~ a;-e possible for ~ )~~,..~--, ?· "'" ~(.....- ""' 117 •"")--1. ~<"~,..s.t{:/; f't.Pt ,. I' 

· / The mathematical problem v1hich is involved may be formulated as 

follow:} AL 

~;;:here be n different objects, how many different sets composed of 

n objects are there)i f no two sets must have an overlap number of m or larger 

than m?) 
.r<2l ~_... / .· I A / 
1.~-Af ~".l-j~-'(" .f.l (i. /-}A· ~- £rV I 
~lS -pr;obrem;'..,wllTch . does 

h ~L ~~~~ 
not seem ~trivial sel~tien& has been 9eloerr 

by Dr. Bruno Bronowski,of this 
;--r-.... ,.~}.-~ ,......,....,.. .c:-4-. .-.(,-{r-'" •* • 

1. ~4 .. 
i / J'f/ "':;:: / 

Institute,and will be reported el9ewhere. 
d •• I(" / 

/•" .f" I ,. )"", ~'( '- l ., 1". 

4': ( .t } - r· 1'11 (' ~ 
I' f.// .(!r;t..f.. -~ J J 1. ~ f"'' 

I' 

......____--__....--
__ __....._....."'!:_. --.-.... ~,....., .. -... • 

0 
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We may designate as the efficacy of a synapse the magnitude in the rise 

of acetylcholine concentration which results from a given rise in signal intensity. 

The efficacy of the synapse thus defined is then inversely proportional to the 

"cholinesterase" concentration prevailing at the post-synaptic membrane and this -
of the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons. 

The Transprinting of Neurons 

1- According to the notions here adopted, an adult 

/.--' ·-·~~ ~ ·~ 
~because tfHwe, are present i"R his Cett!'!'C!l" NenrerttS'"S'S"t'em neurons which have 

II II 

not attained their full chemical specificity as yet.*Ad~se memory neurons can 
~ r.{ . .--:.t.~. n,,.."' 't .. _,;,, 

attain their full chemical specificity during ~ lifetim~ through the process 
__..,.. 

of "transprinting". i}fifs~ transprinting may be regarded as a certain kind of belated 

differentiation through which a memory neuron attains its full chemical specificity. 

'' II 
We know very little about how the differentiation of the congenitally determined 

neurons comes about duri~~~~~~~~_J 
~~ -~ ·~J~-~~·;a. .. ~~-
~ For all we know, differentiation might have something in common with enzyme 

induction in bacteria. In both cases a gene which is potentially capable of producing 

an enzyme, either does not produce that enzyme, or produces it at a v~ry low rate ,, 
~ ' ~""'f'/.r· ~~· ,J.t 

--until something happens that causes the formation of the enzym;' Thus, we know 

I' • 
/ 

for instance, that in bacteria the level of the enzyme J(j-galactosidase can be raised 
.4 /_ - · _,:;:,-;;- ,:;."Jl·· ,....------.~ 

't ~. ·~ R ',.:_ ... ~- ~;j,;; . 

l 

about a thousandfold by adding lactose to the growth medium -~~ taere is ~ea~~ 

. / . -~j"q"":-::':"•- h. 1.-.L. . 
,~ . • 

~k .:th&b~l:.a~~~ the natural inducer of this enzyme •. / 
I 

-

~;;~:--the -~ha;ged rat~ of. ~n~~~~ -p~odu~ti.o~ w~ll persist in the growing 

bacterial culture, only as long as the inducer remai~~~r~wth 
v' t' ~ ""'~ . · . .,.. ... ·,. -~r 

soon as the inducer is ~e~ the. rate of enzyme production reverts 

medium. As 

to normal, i.e . 

in a bacterial culture, the bacteria do not remember( fat !a~ having been exposed 

to the inducer. 

l 
' 
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'"z ct/t:lJf'/' V 
In contrast to this when so ~mJch undergoes differentiation 

during embryonic development, there appear in the cell a number of 

specific proteins raised to a high level of concentration and 
u.v~ . .J.. ~ 
~' e cell, as well as its decendants, will contain these 

specific proteins at a high concentration. 

~n order to account for this phenomenon of persistence - which is 

absent in enzyrre induction in bacteria - one may assume that once 
.?l ..r . <14~ n~h I/ - t!' ~ 

a concentration of such a protein molecule is raised in so l'ft1:ief:l iilQCel.era.:t..i-on 

above the threshold, thereafter the rate of production of this protein 

molecule remains high and its concentration is maintained at a high 

level. This implies the operation of sc:me sort of a locking mechanism. 

It implies that a specific protein molecule must be able to maintain its 

concentration at a high level, acting either directly or through the 

intenrediary of certain key COJ@Ounds, where each key canpound would have 
,~t..-for ,...~-~ 

to be specific for a~ transmission specific protein. H. S. Anker 

suggested in 1960 that this kind of locking mechanism might be the bio-
- -- -·-- -- -- --- --. 

chemical basis of rremory • ( •'• H. US~ Anke~-' NA_!~', 188 ~:938 1960 •• "· 

We do not knoo what these key canpounds might be in the case of the transmission 

specific proteins of the congenitally determined neurons, and for all we 

knew there might be the transmission of specific proteins themselves. 
{'(...- 1-1-l'" t:\.. ~ / 
~the only thing we need to ass1..11Ie about these key canpounds here, is that in 

a congentially determined neuron in which certain transmission-Specific proteins 

' are maintained at a high level of concentration, the corresponding key 

compounds are also maintained at a high level of concentraticn. 

---
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j/ 
According to the notions here adopted, the unit of recorded memory 

may be ~thin one neuron is not a bit but something that 

contains considerably more information than a bit. There is a class of 

which 

dreams, first described by Freud and discussed by him in great detail, which 

. # # 
lS centered on what he calls a Traurngedanke. In a dream of this particular 

type the same Traumgedanke appears in a number of gi~ferent repr.esentat. lons, 
n,n~ ~ f'k.c.~~-r 

and iff uith..i.+l ene 11~ several dreams of 'tliis type foiiaw·-ea.chtner) the 

II 

same Traumgedanke i~ likrlY to be represented in eve~ one qf them~ ' ~ £.. ~~~ { H pwY ~t-f.L-tvt't ..:t ;--t; >' p PLp 7 ~~ 6 / 1t--fi ·11 /'
·~t is conceivable that a Freudian dream is generated because one ~~[j( 

.( 
I ).y-
~ /1(. 
{~ 

single neuron gets excited during the night and remains excited for an -~ 

i~:L !f: J1_ ~"'Lr:yc ,~ 
extended period of time. If th~~~~~idual wakes up, \~~Qm/,/~~~sc~ and 

fHe dream enters his consciousness;cfhe neuron involved may; cease to be excited. 

We consider a Traumgedanke to 

~nitially introduced by Wertheimer and 

be a Gestalt in terms of th7/ concept 
'---~ ~~ r-~=-t:::r=

Koehler a~ ~~ "'Utlr notions, 

it is a most complex Gestalt that can ~be stored in a single neuron.~ 
Our model cannot account for a greater capacity o~~e Gestalt 

~g~~_/ 
per neuron and one may~sk whether this limitation might ~at get us into trouble 

tiJ , t "'l / / .-/ .,. I"~ /. from the start. ,; ~2."" ert ~. .... -t:_ .t' /'._ ,t·~;.-1.11'..! / '0 '">') "" .. 

If an individual 1~re able to retain information of the complexity 
I 

(~ ·~ 1/ 
of one hundred years, then units of 

few seconds, 24 hours a da~over a 
// 

recorded memory stereg by Q~QA· a~ 

of a Traumgedanke conve•L$to him every 

I ,,.c;;_,.......~
tie down just about 109 neurons of ~rain. i.Dd i uiG~:~,r' would i:f'!'l! e or£' iii~ 

l .-~ 

period 

This would still be ~· times less 
/ 

than the number of neurons in the brain of 

~Ln,which is usually quoted to be 

"//),, 



--

\ 

t 

W~e., 1P11~~.~J 
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ON THE HOLECULAR BASIS OF LONG-TERH MEMORY 

by Leo Szilard 

The Salk Institute for Biological Studies 
La Jolla, California 

Introduction .,/'s ) ) 
\ Ao ~~ ;'·«-/ ... ·~----J~ _, ... _ 

this paper -~~ molecular process on which 
l 1 

The subject matter of 

the capability of the Central~~vous System to record 
., ~~ ~!../------·-

experience might-'15'e-base~c·-·The chances are that we do 

and to recall an 

not know enough 
J 

about the biological processes which may take place in the living cell to 
f?':) - . 

be able to guess what molecular process the brain may employ,_&ut e¥e'ft. if 
J,; '- 1 l.t "''')--'' . ~ t..~' ..,. 

we ~~--tef ·(Ito pr~ mod'el for the process that the brain employs, 
-'1-11 v k1Af.J.. Ji{ 

we might with luck, ~isucceed in presenting a model ~~· weudd-~ 

~· II /! 
capable of accounting for ft aigAly efficient system of recording and recalling 

-------------- ........ ~~r~ 

an experience)on the basis of a mechanism which living cells ~conceivably 

• 
employ. -

Such a model may be regarded as~fficien~if the number of neurons 
It f ~~~s.-y_ ~•_,ft.· ~ ~ 

which a unit of recorded memory would{ tie~down, is ~ small and if 

the neural networks required for the recall of an experience in the right 

circumstances, would be comparatively simple. 
" l ("14.. ... ~~· t ~~ t

believe 
r' -.:nt. , •.• · ' --- /J // 

I propo~se to prese~~ here a hypothetical molecular process ; and I 

that the odel 'WRies h ·~e!'reserrts is 3~e~ in the meaning of 

' the term defined above. If it should turn out that the neural networks that 

one would need to p~tulate in o~>ier to account for the higher mental functions 
~ ,.._\(:Ph. /;l-.•J-/J/~;.tJl,'-...,vz:/ .;,~-,.-,.-'(4 t'e ~ ~re~ 

of maf, then --even if otherwise worse came to worst, ( e final verdict 
' Q/ 

?« • ..f;f' still be "se non e vero/ ben trovato" and this is more than could be said for 

many of the other models 111}-tich might be concocted. 
~tl. 

7' )h·:t:>J *L .) ir / 

/ -~ 
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